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A virtuosic vocal talent is quickly revealed in all of its stunning diversity: she moans and writhes, her voice

a chameleon shifting from blue notes into spine-tingling falsetto with deceptive ease. Welcome to the

world of Bigalatina Prod./Musgrow Ent. 14 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix, HIP HOP/RAP: East

Coast Details: Latin isn't just a singer and rapper. She's a writer, producer, arranger, and completely

self-contained visionary who does it all (she had written over 50 songs by the time she was ready to

record her music for Bigalatina Productions). She doesn't just sing: she sangs. If you don't know the

difference you're in for a pleasant surprise. From the opening notes of "Never Was Enough," the first track

on Latin CD, it's clear that a major new talent is on the line. Her virtuosi vocal talent is quickly revealed in

all of its stunning diversity: she moans and writhes, her voice a chameleon shifting from blue notes into

spine-tingling falsetto with deceptive ease. As a person, Latin exudes a combination of boundless warmth

and voracious intelligence; as a singer, she has the same mix: by turns, she rocks out like a furious

head-banger, screams bloody murder in a way that reminds us that passion is one of nature's most

powerful elements and coos delicately enough to hold all of those disparate ingredients together in one,

organic whole. And that's all within the first minute. "Never as Enough" is an cd of subtle charms and

obvious pleasures. Over the course of 14 songs, "Never Was Enough" will lift you up, make you think,

and have you dancing before you know what's hit you. We are treated to soul in all of its variations. Of

course, a talent like this doesn't just appear out of thin air. In fact, Latin has been in the public eye since

her early adolescence, when she first began singing gospel salsa on several albums for her family. "I'm

like a chameleon," Latin says, looking back on her amazingly experienced life so far and on the breadth of

material covered on her new CD. "I like to do all sorts of different things. I don't like to be typecast in any

way." Typecasting is one thing that Latin doesn't have to worry about. "Never as Enough" is an CD that
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sprints from the spoken word to hip-hop to soulful R&B in a way that absolutely defies categorization,

leaving us certain of only one thing: when a writing, producing, arranging and singing talent as large as

Latin emerges, the world will be listening with open ears. Welcome to the world of Bigalatina

Productions/Musgrow Entertainment.
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